Prosody is one of the most undervalued components of language, despite fulfilling manifold purposes: it can, for instance, help assign the correct meaning to compounds such as 'white house' (linguistic function), or help a listener understand how a speaker feels (emotional function). However, brain based models that take into account the role prosody plays in dynamic speech comprehension are still rare. This is probably due to the fact that it has proven difficult to fully denote the neurocognitive architecture underlying prosody. This review discusses clinical and neuroscientific evidence regarding both linguistic and emotional prosody. It will become obvious that prosody processing is a multi-stage operation and that its temporally and functionally distinct processing steps are anchored in a functionally differentiated brain network.
Introduction
Verbal communication is often a question of "tone". Modulating parameters such as vocal pitch (high/low), loudness (loud/silent), tempo (fast/slow), or voice quality (clear/harsh), allow us to give the correct meaning to what we are saying and help the listener to interpret a message correctly. This is not only true when expressing how we feel (e.g. angry, nervous, happy), but also when conveying non-emotional information. For instance, by raising (or not raising) our voice when articulating a string of words we can alter the interpretation of an utterance (e.g.
changing from a statement such as You finished writing the chapter. to a question You finished writing the chapter?). Suprasegmental parameters of speech (prosody) can also be used to convey lexical meanings (e.g. hot dog vs. hot dog), or discourse information (e.g. new information is often accented while old information is de-accented; prosodic phrasing guides syntactic sentence interpretation) next to expressing emotions and attitudes (e.g. often, a raised voice is associated with an angry speaker, whereas a lowered voice might indicate that the speaker feels sad). Thus, prosody serves several linguistic and non-linguistic (emotional) functions; however, it is often an undervalued component of spoken language and brain based models that take into account the role prosody plays in dynamic speech comprehension are still rare (but see Friederici & Alter, 2004) and controversially discussed. In fact, much of the controversy around the neural basis of prosody is probably due to the fact that it fulfils several communicative functions (often at once): thus, the question that has been driving past research is whether the different prosodic functions are in-or interdependent. This chapter reviews past research on each function and outlines our current understanding of the neurocognitive architecture underlying prosody.
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Brain Mapping of Prosody
Historically, investigations into the cerebral representation of prosody aimed to specify whether one hemisphere dominates control over linguistic and/or emotional prosody processing by looking at lesion data. These early simple hemispheric models (Sidtis and Van Lancker Sidtis, 2003) resulted in three main hypotheses:
i. Prosody, irrespective of communicative function (e.g. linguistic, emotional), is lateralized to the right cerebral hemisphere. Interactions with other linguistic information such as syntactic or semantic information are mediated through the corpus callosum (e.g., Klouda, Robin, Graff-Radford, & Cooper, 1988; Friederici and Alter, 2004) . ii. Emotional prosody is processed in the right hemisphere (e.g., Blonder, Bowers, & Heilman, 1991; Ross, 1981) . iii.
Linguistic prosody is processed in the left hemisphere while emotional or affective prosody processing can be linked predominantly to the right hemisphere (known as Functional Lateralization Hypothesis; Van Lancker, 1980) .
Although it has since been shown that a simple cortical hemispheric distinction is not substantiated by the available data (for reviews see e.g. Baum & Pell, 1999; Sidtis and Van Lancker Sidtis, 2003) , the effect of these proposals can still be felt when scanning through the more recent literature. Many researchers base their hypotheses about the brain network underlying prosody processing on the premise that linguistic and emotional prosody are fully distinct entities in the language system and that these processes are (each) fully lateralized to one cerebral hemisphere (but see Ameby Seddoh, 2002 , arguing why emotional and linguistic prosody should not be considered distinct categories). However, an alternative to simple hemispheric models was put forward by Van Lancker & Sidtis (1992) An additional problem with the early simple hemispheric models is that they neglect the role that subcortical brain regions play during prosody processing. However, accumulating evidence from lesion patients showed that impaired prosody processing is often associated with damage to structures such as the caudate nucleus, putamen, and/or globus pallidus (i.e. the basal ganglia (BG); e.g., Cancelliere and Kertesz, 1990; Breitenstein, Daum, & Ackermann, 1998; Paulmann, Pell, & Kotz, 2008; Paulmann, Pell, & Kotz, 2009 ). Hence, a fifth hypothesis posits that v. Prosody processing is heavily mediated by subcortical brain regions without a strong hemispheric lateralization.
In an attempt to consolidate the different hypotheses, Sidtis and Van Lancker Sidtis (2003) proposed a Neurobehavioral Approach to Dysprosody. This framework suggests that prosody processing is not driven by one single mechanism, but instead relies on a complex conglomerate of motor, perceptual, and more cognitively based functions. Thus, a widespread, bilateral brain network might be implicated in prosody processing and discrepancies across lesion studies are probably due to the fact that dysprosody can materialize after disruption to any of the involved mechanisms linked to different brain regions.
More recently, similar working models, that is frameworks that suggest a highly differentiated brain network underlying emotional prosody processing, have been put forward by researchers who based their hypotheses primarily on evidence obtained from neuro-imaging THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION 6 studies instead of data from the lesion approach (e.g. Schirmer & Kotz, 2006; Kotz & Paulmann, 2011; Wildgruber, Ethofer, Grandjean & Kreifelts, 2009; Brück, Kreifelts, & Wildgruber, 2011) .
Moreover, some of these models also hypothesized the temporal dynamics of emotional prosody processing. For instance, Kotz & Paulmann (2011) suggest that an initial extraction of acoustic cues (e.g. fundamental frequency, loudness, voice quality) takes place within 100 ms of stimulus onset. This process is argued to be mediated by primary and secondary auditory cortices (bilaterally). Once acoustic properties have been accessed, derivation of emotional salience/meaning (established through integration of emotionally relevant acoustic cues) occurs within 200 ms after stimulus onset. This process has been linked to the right anterior superior temporal sulcus/superior temporal gyrus. Finally, more elaborate processes (e.g. integration of information from prosody with semantics or broad context) could start around 400 ms after stimulus onset. These higher cognitive processes are presumed to be mediated by inferior frontal and orbito-frontal cortex (bilaterally). Thus, researchers moved away from the assumption that prosodic processing is one single mechanism and instead suggest that different emotional prosody processing stages are subserved by different brain areas. Ideally, future models on the neural circuitry regulating emotional and linguistic prosody will be able to integrate findings from both lesion and imaging fields of the literature.
The following review aims to show how results from clinical and empirical neuroscience studies have helped shape our understanding of prosody processing. To provide an integrative view of key findings, evidence from important past and more recent studies will be discussed, followed by a summary of how available evidence supports prosody processing models.
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The Neural Basis of Linguistic Prosody Processing
Clinical Evidence
Initially, scientists predominantly relied on the lesion approach to specify which brain regions might underlie prosody processing. For instance, one of the earlier studies to explore the contribution of the right hemisphere (RH) to linguistic prosody processing was conducted by Weintraub and colleagues (1981) . They tested RH patients and healthy controls (HCs) and assessed their ability to discriminate between phonemic (e.g. DARK room vs. dark ROOM) and sentential stress (e.g. STEVE drives the car vs. Steve drives the CAR). Patients were found to be outperformed by controls on these tasks, prompting the authors to suggest that the RH plays a strong role in linguistic prosody perception. Around the same time, Baum and colleagues (1982) investigated phonemic and sentential stress comprehension in left hemisphere (LH) patients and
HCs. Their results showed that LH patients also suffer from difficulties on these tasks, challenging the view that the RH alone is involved in linguistic prosody perception. Heilman et al. (1984) thus tested performance of both LH and RH patients on linguistic prosody processing in one study. The authors report difficulties in identifying the modality (question, statement, command) of filtered sentences by both LH and RH patients when compared to HCs. Again, these results challenged the view that the RH is solely responsible for linguistic prosodic processing and instead point to a possible additional involvement of the LH during linguistic prosody perception. In fact, evidence from a subsequent study comparing LH and RH patient performance on phonemic stress identification suggests that LH patients can even be more strongly impaired than RH patients (Emmorey, 1987) . However, only two years later, conflicting evidence emerged when Bryan (1989) reported results from a range of tasks (e.g. sentential and phonemic stress identification, discrimination and identification of sentence modalities) which between different prosodic patterns. However, when looking at the identification task, patients performed significantly worse than HCs. Not only do these data point to the possibility that linguistic prosody is processed bilaterally in the brain, but they also nicely show that severity of impairment might depend on task instructions.
In the years that followed, researchers continued to get conflicting results when exploring the influence of the LH and RH on linguistic prosody processing: Borod and colleagues (1992) report findings obtained from LH and RH patients and HC. Non-sense syllable strings (e.g. pada-ka) which were intoned in three different ways (declarative, interrogative, emphatic) had to be discriminated by participants using multiple-choice response cards. Results showed that RH patients made significantly more errors than LH patients and HCs who did not differ from each other. In contrast, Breitenstein, Daum, and Ackermann (1998) report data from LH and RH patients who performed comparably to HC when discriminating between sentence modality
pairs. Yet again, Pell (1998) showed that LH patients are worse at identifying emphatic stress patterns than RH patients or controls. Similarly, Walker, Daigle, and Buzzard (2002) showed that LH patients performed significantly worse than RH patients and HC when identifying lexical or sentential stress. In addition, LH patients also suffered from difficulties in prosodic phrasing. As THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION outlined above, task differences (e.g. instructions, complexity) between studies are likely to affect results; however, discrepancies between findings from clinical research can also likely be linked to differences in patients' lesion locations and size as well as to differences in their speech and language abilities (see e.g. Pell, 1999, or Kotz, Meyer, Paulmann, 2006 , for similar observations). Thus, Seddoh (2006) subdivided his LH patient population into three subgroups: Wernicke's Aphasia patients, Broca's Aphasia patients, and Global Aphasia patients.
Their ability to identify the sentence modality (question vs. statement) was assessed. Results confirmed that Wernicke's Aphasia patients had no difficulties with the task, while Broca's Aphasia patients suffered from difficulties in identifying questions and Global Aphasics suffered from difficulties in identifying statements and questions. Results suggest once more that the LH can be critically tied to linguistic prosody processing but also support the view that patients' lesion locations need to be controlled for better than by LH/RH distinctions. Latter conclusion is also underpinned by recent data by Rymarczyk and Grabowska (2007) who subdivided RH patients into three groups (patients with lesions to frontal, temporo-parietal, or subcortical brain structures). They looked at the performance of identifying as well as discriminating between sentence modalities and discriminating between empathic stress patterns. Although all patient groups perform significantly worse than HC on all three tasks, results confirm the importance of controlling for lesion location as patients with lesions to temporo-parietal sites performed worse than the two other groups. The view that we need to look at patients whose lesion delineation is comparable was followed by Kho and colleagues (2008) . They looked at RH and LH patients who underwent anterior temporal cortex resection. The authors report no differences between RH and LH patients when detecting word or contrastive stress, or during sentential discrimination.
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Taken together, the evidence elaborated above clearly shows that clinical evidence provides very little convergent evidence that linguistic prosody is processed solely by one hemisphere. Moreover, the evidence from lesion patients which suggests that not only cortical, but also subcortical brain structures play a critical role during prosody processing (Brådvik et al., 1991; Cancelliere & Kertesz, 1990; Ross & Mesulam, 1979; Starkstein et al., 1994; Rymarczyk and Grabowska, 2007 ) also challenges all simple hemispheric models, though the idea that prosody is primarily mediated by subcortical structures is also clearly not substantiated. In short, although telling, clinical evidence alone has not helped to provide support for either of the original hypotheses put forward. This conclusion is supported by a recent ALE meta-analysis by Witteman et al. (2011) who report that lesions to the LH or RH have similar detrimental effects on linguistic prosody perception.
Brain Imaging Evidence
Over the past two decades, fMRI and PET techniques have become popular tools for observing normal brain function. Motivated by the heterogeneous results from clinical studies, several investigations have been conducted to further delineate the brain network underlying prosody processing. However, in contrast to emotional prosody, imaging studies on linguistic prosody processing have been rare. It is likely that the limited number of imaging studies on linguistic prosody are linked to the problem that linguistic prosody is an umbrella term that refers to studies exploring a variety of processes linked to supra-segmental changes including (but not limited to) sentence type, phrase boundary, word stress, and pitch contour processing. Some of the existing research will be summarized below to show that despite using more fine-grained
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methodologies, the brain network underlying linguistic prosodic processing is still not fully specified.
In an early PET study, Gandour and colleagues (2000) investigated pitch perception of one syllable Thai words in speakers of tone and non-tone languages (Thai, Chinese, English).
Their results suggest that neural mechanisms underlying pitch perception differ depending on linguistic relevance of stimuli. Specifically, left frontal operculum activity was found for Thai speakers when discriminating between pitch patterns but the same activity was not found for English speakers. Also, Thai speakers failed to show the same left lateralized activation when discriminating pitch patterns of non-speech stimuli, suggesting that "linguistic relevance" might modulate lateralized activation patterns. This hemispheric laterality effect was confirmed in an fMRI study a few years later (Gandour et al., 2004 ) when brain activity of Chinese and English speakers was measured. Participants had to discriminate between one and three syllable long utterances and four different Chinese tones. Chinese (i.e. the tone language group) but not English participants showed left lateralized activation in inferior parietal and posterior superior temporal, anterior temporal, and frontopolar brain regions. Both English and Chinese participants showed right lateralized activation hot spots in parts of the superior temporal sulcus as well as the middle frontal gyrus. Similar to the previous study (Gandour et al., 2000) , the authors interpret their results to suggest that linguistic relevance/knowledge can influence brain activation patterns for prosody. In particular, the tone language group is argued to have an implicit understanding about the relationship between acoustic cues and internal representations of suprasegmental sentence information. In contrast, listeners from non-tone language backgrounds can not possess the same higher-order prosodic representations. Thus, it was argued
that LH lateralization is linked to higher-order prosodic processing while RH lateralization might represent lower-order acoustic feature processing (Gandour et al., 2004) .
Imaging studies looking at sentences rather than syllables or words often report RH dominance for linguistic prosodic processing. For instance, Meyer et al. (2002) investigated the neuroanatomical correlates of slow prosodic modulations. They presented participants with delexicalized (i.e. stimuli that contain no lexical-semantic information) and normal speech.
When comparing stimuli from both conditions, the authors found increased activation in the right superior temporal brain region as well as in the fronto-opercular cortex for filtered speech, suggesting a strong RH involvement during linguistic prosodic speech processing (and slow pitch movements in particular). Similar RH dominance in response to prosodic stimuli was reported by Plante, Creusere, and Sabin (2002) who also explored the neural correlates of sentential prosody. Participants were again presented with low-pass filtered (i.e. delexicalized speech) and normal speech and had to carry out tasks high (remember and recognize words) or low (no task) in memory load. When comparing hemodynamic responses for prosodic speech with responses to unfiltered speech in the "no task" condition, the authors found a stronger bilateral activation within the superior temporal gyrus for prosodic speech. Moreover, when looking at frontal lobe activation patterns, results showed that the tasks high in memory load affected processing of filtered and unfiltered speech differently: while both speech stimuli resulted in bilateral activation of the frontal lobes, processing filtered stimuli resulted in stronger RH activation than processing unfiltered stimuli.
Influence of task instructions on prosodic processes was also reported by other authors who looked at sentence material (e.g. Wildgruber et al., 2004; Geiser, Zaehle, Jancke, & Meyer, 2008) albeit they failed to confirm a strongly right lateralized network for linguistic prosodic THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION 13 processes. Instead, they showed that participants who focus on linguistic prosodic aspects of stimuli exhibit greater activation in the LH. Specifically, in their fMRI study, Wildgruber and colleagues (2004) showed right lateralized activation of the dorso-lateral frontal cortex and bilateral activation of thalamic and temporal regions in contrast to a rest condition for stimuli which were synthetically manipulated to exhibit different sentence foci (second word vs. final word focus). However, when participants were asked to focus on linguistic characteristics of stimuli, activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus was reported (as opposed to activation of bilateral orbito-frontal areas when the task focus was emotional). Similarly, Tracy et al. (2011) report that processing pitch information from lexical stimuli is predominantly recruiting left lateralized structures including the cingulated gyrus, middle temporal and superior temporal gyri, whereas pitch processing from tone sequences relied on right frontal and temporal cortices.
Taken together, data from neuro-imaging studies clearly suggest that a complex neural network spanning both hemispheres underlies linguistic prosodic processing. Findings further imply that various factors can impact on lateralization of effects. Specifically, it has been shown that lateralization of prosody can depend on task focus (linguistic/non-linguistic, active/passive; e.g. Wildgruber et al., 2004) , task demands (high/low; e.g. Plante et al., 2002) , language background/experience (tone/non-tone language; e.g. Gandour et al., 2000) , acoustic cue (pitch/duration; e.g. Van Lancker & Sidtis, 1992) , stimulus type (syllable/word/sentence; e.g. Meyer et al., 2002; Gandour et al., 2004) , as well as methodological factors including design (event-related/blocked; c.f. Kotz, Meyer, Paulmann, 2006) and contrast/comparison conditions (rest/alternative prosodic function) .
ERP findings
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Next to exploring the brain structures involved, research has also tried to specify the time-course of linguistic prosody using event-related brain potentials (ERPs). The temporal online dynamics of prosody are of particular interest as information might consolidate the different proposals on how prosody is represented in the brain considering that research suggests that emotional prosodic processing is a multi-stage process (e.g. Schirmer and Kotz 2006; Kotz & Paulmann, 2011; Wildgruber et al. 2006 Wildgruber et al. , 2009 ) with each stage linked to different brain areas.
It is likely that a similar multi-layered mechanism applies to linguistic prosody processing.
Several ERP components with different onset latencies have been described. For instance, Steinhauer et al. (1999) explored how prosody helps listeners to establish a syntactic structure during language comprehension. They were the first to report that the so-called closure positive shift (CPS) is elicited quickly after prosodic phrase boundaries (which usually coincide with syntactic boundaries). This marker of prosodic boundary processing is also found in delexicalized speech (e.g. Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001) , as well as during implicit prosodic processing situations (e.g. reading; Hwang & Steinhauer, 2011) . Generally speaking, the CPS is elicited rapidly (between -100 and 0 ms) after the offset of a pre-boundary word and is thus argued to be triggered by preboundary syllable lengthening (e.g. Pauker et al., 2011) . A slightly later prosody related component was recently reported by Li and colleagues (2011) who observed a fronto-centrally distributed negative ERP between 270-510 ms in response to prosodic prominence manipulations. Responses to prosodic boundary violations resulted in a longer negative ERP effect lasting from 270 ms to 660 ms. For a similar time-window, Böcker, Bastiaansen, Vroomen, Brunia, and de Gelder (1999) found that extraction of metrical stress from bi-syllabic words can be linked to the N325 which is elicited under both active (discrimination) and passive (listening) tasks.
In addition, processing of prosodic contour expectancy violations has been studied. These findings lend support to the assumption that participants not only use prosody to build up information about the sentence structure and modality but also realize quickly if the expectation is not fulfilled. However, these prosodic processes can sometimes be influenced by task focus as the P800 in Astésano et al.'s study was only observed when participants focused on the prosody, while the positivity reported by Eckstein & Friederici (2005) was found even without participants' explicit focus on prosody. In sum, ERP results confirm that prosody interfaces with other language functions such as semantics (e.g. Paulmann et al., 2012) and syntax (e.g. Eckstein & Friederici, 2005; Steinhauer et al., 1999) during online language comprehension. Given the different distributions of prosody related ERP effects and their differing temporal dynamics, it seems reasonable to assume that linguistic prosody processing is not only multi-facetted but at least partly hinges on differing neural mechanisms depending on the precise function which could recruit brain structures from both hemispheres.
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The neural basis of emotional prosody processing
Clinical Evidence
Emotional prosody has long been of special interest to researchers exploring hemispheric specialization of brain processes, probably because this type of prosodic function cannot easily be associated with pure emotion (historically linked to the RH, e.g. Borod et al., 1998a,b) or pure language (historically linked to the LH, e.g. Friederici, 2002) processing. Instead, emotional prosody is at the intersection of both domains. Early research on how emotional prosody is anchored in the brain was done by Heilman, Scholes, and Watson (1975) . They asked patients with right and left temporo-parietal lesions to identify the emotional tone a speaker used when intoning semantically neutral sentences. Results revealed that RH patients performed significantly worse on the task than LH patients suggesting that emotional prosody is primarily processed in the RH, though the lack of a HC group posits a problem to this conclusion. Thus, a few years later, the same group (Heilman et al., 1984) investigated the comprehension of emotional prosody in RH and LH patients and this time compared their performance to HCs.
Results confirmed a deficit for RH patients when compared to LH patients and HCs. Similarly, Bowers, Coslett, Bauer, Speedie, and Heilman (1987) report that RH patients performed significantly worse than LH patients and HC when discriminating between emotional categories of prosodically and semantically emotional congruent and incongruent sentences as well as lowpass filtered sentences. This once more indicated an important role for the RH in emotional prosody perception. Results from Blonder et al. (1991) also revealed that RH patients have difficulties discriminating amongst different emotional categories for emotionally intoned neutral sentences when compared to LH and HC. Although subsequent evidence has often confirmed the RH involvement in emotional prosody perception (e.g. Blonder et al., 1991; Lalande et al., 1992;  THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION Borod et al. 1998a,b; Ross & Monnot, 2008; Rymarczyk & Grabowska, 2007) , there is some clinical data that questions the unique role of the RH (e.g. Schlanger et al., 1976; Breitenstein et al., 1998; Starkstein et al., 1994; Cancelliere & Kertesz, 1990 ).
For instance, Schlanger, Schlanger, and Gerstman (1976) described no differences between LH and RH patients for identifying the emotional tone of a speaker, suggesting that LH brain structures can also play a role during emotional prosody perception. Van Lancker and Sidtis (1994) asked LH and RH patients to identify emotional prosodic speech samples by matching them to facial expressions and emotional labels. They also fail to report differences between groups with respect to emotional prosody perception, indicating that emotional prosody perception is mediated through a bilateral network of brain structures. Support for this hypothesis comes from recent work by Kho and others (2008) who showed that both RH and LH temporal lobe epilepsy patients were impaired on emotional prosody recognition when compared to HC.
Similarly, Starkstein and colleagues (1994) report that both LH and RH patients displayed emotional prosody comprehension difficulties; though it should be noted that more detailed analyses also showed that RH patients with lesions in the BG and tempo-parietal cortex were most severely affected. Corroborating findings that subcortical brain structures are implied in an emotional prosodic network, Cancelliere and Kertesz (1990) report emotional prosody processing difficulties in patients with LH and RH lesions involving the BG. Paulmann and colleagues (2008) also report emotional prosody recognition deficits in patients with LH lesions in the BG (for a detailed review on the role of the BG in emotional prosody processing see Kotz, Hasting, Paulmann, 2013) , rendering it unlikely that emotional prosody perception is uniquely mediated through RH cortical regions. In fact, in an attempt to illuminate how the LH and RH might contribute differently to emotional prosody recognition, Van Lancker and Sidtis (1992) THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION explored whether patients with lesions in either hemisphere made similar errors in an emotional prosody identification task. Their findings suggest that patients used acoustic cues differently when judging the emotional tone of the speaker (Van Lancker & Sidtis, 1992) . Specifically, a discrimination analysis on error patterns revealed that patients with lesions in the LH relied on pitch information to infer emotionality of stimuli, while patients with lesions in the RH seemed to predominantly use durational cues to infer emotionality. These data were argued to support the physical feature dependent hypothesis; however, following the same methodology, Pell & Baum (1997) failed to find differences between LH and RH patients in their misclassifications of stimuli.
In short, results from clinical studies do not support simple hemispheric models but instead suggest that emotional prosody processing recruits a broad network of cortical and subcortical brain regions possibly slightly more right than left lateralized. The modestly bigger RH involvement is corroborated by a recent meta-analysis (Witteman et al., 2011) . When comparing results from studies testing RH and LH patients directly, findings implied that damage to the RH results in more severe problems for emotional prosody perception than damage to the LH. Finally, task focus, stimuli differences, differences in experimental paradigms, and, most critically, differences in patients' lesion size and location can heavily impact on findings and thus might contribute to equivocal findings.
Brain Imaging Evidence
In line with studies reviewed, neuroimaging findings also tend to reveal that emotional prosody perception is mediated by a complex bilateral network involving both cortical and subcortical brain structures with some studies suggesting a slightly more right lateralized network. For
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instance, an early PET study explored emotional prosody categorization of sentences (George et al., 1996) . Results revealed significant blood flow changes in the right pre-frontal cortex.
Similarly, Buchanan et al. (2000) asked participants to listen to emotionally intoned words while either detecting the emotionality of the speaker (emotion task), or detecting a probe word (nonemotion task). They report right lateralized frontal lobe and right lateralized anterior auditory cortex activation for emotionally intoned words when comparing the emotion task with the nonemotion task; however, a bilateral activation is reported for emotionally intoned words when comparing the emotion task to a rest baseline. Also, Mitchell and colleagues (2003) However, when comparing activation patterns for the emotional recognition task with a rest baseline, frontal, temporal, and parietal brain areas were activated bilaterally, demonstrating again that task effects (and/or condition comparisons) play a crucial role when looking at brain activation patterns for emotional prosody comprehension (also see paragraph below).
In fact, as to be expected based on neuropsychological findings, bilateral brain activation is also Irrespective of whether participants attended to or ignored the meaningless angry speech stimuli, right amygdala and bilateral superior temporal sulcus activation was reported. However, the same stimuli elicited greater bilateral activation in the orbitofrontal cortex and the cuneus (in the medial occipital cortex) when participants paid attention to presented stimuli as opposed to when they ignored them.
Moreover, greater bilateral activation of mid-superior temporal sulcus has been reported for angry in contrast to neutral prosody . Also, Wiethoff et al. (2008) investigated activation for emotionally arousing prosody during passive listening. Specifically, they looked at happy, erotic, fearful, and angry prosody, thus included stimuli of both positive and negative valence. The authors report greater activation for arousing prosody in the right primary auditory cortex, the midsuperior temporal gyrus and the left temporal pole as well as the hypothalamus. Leitman and others (2010) tried to compare stimuli which were either rich or low in emotional acoustic cue saliency, i.e. stimuli which are easily recognizable by a single acoustic parameter such as fundamental frequency or intensity. They report greater activation for emotional prosodic stimuli that are rich in cue saliency for the planum temporale, posterior superior temporal and middle gyri (i.e. superior temporal cortex), as well as the amygdala while participants engaged in an emotional sentence identification task. In contrast, greater activation was found in inferior and temporo-frontal areas when participants processed stimuli with less salient or dominant acoustic cues. Interestingly, their results indicate that lateralization can depend on the specific emotion investigated, as stronger left lateralized activation patterns were found for angry prosody in contrast to more right lateralized hot spots for fearful and happy prosody.
In addition to exploring the influence of individual acoustic cues (or their saliency) on activation patterns, more recent research has also tried to illuminate the role of task effects in neural responses linked to emotional prosody processing. For instance, Bach and others (2008) compared activation patterns for emotionally intoned pseudo words while participants either had to decide which gender the speaker voice was or which emotion the speaker was trying to convey. They found bilateral activation of THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION the amygdala, left superior temporal sulcus and right parietal areas when participants judged the gender of the speaker while activation for left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral parietal, anterior cingulate and supplemental motor cortex was found when participants focused on the emotionality of the stimuli. Moreover, when comparing emotional with neutral prosody, neural activity was found in right superior temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, as well as in the anterior cingulate (bilateral), the insula and the putamen (bilateral). Interestingly, subcortical brain activation was particularly strong when participants focused on the emotionality of the stimuli, once more leading to the impression that task effects can critically impact on activation patterns. Finally, presented words spoken in an angry or neutral prosody to participants while they engaged in a valence discrimination or a word classification task. Activation in response to angry prosody was not only found in voice sensitive areas of temporal cortices, but also in the amygdala, insula, and mediodorsal thalami irrespective of which task participants engaged in. However, when comparing the valence discrimination with the word classification task, Ethofer and colleagues (2009) found stronger activation in the right middle temporal gyrus as well as in the orbito-frontal cortex (bilateral), suggesting that evaluation of emotional aspects activates these areas in particular.
In sum, neuroimaging data generally confirm that emotional prosody processing involves a bilateral temporo-frontal brain network, with some studies describing activation of subcortical structures.
Activation hot spots between studies seem to differ depending on task focus and stimuli quality on activation patterns. Latter acoustic cue influence is confirmed in a meta-analysis by Witteman and colleagues (2012) who advocate that higher activation likelihood of the RH might stem from lateralized activation of primary and secondary auditory cortices (i.e. sensory cue processing).
ERP findings
The time-course underlying emotional prosody processing has been explored in recent electrophysiological studies. Several ERP components have been of special interest: The N100 is
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generally assumed to reflect processing of frequency (e.g. pitch) and loudness information, i.e. it is linked to the extraction of acoustic cues. This early component is followed by the P200, a fronto-centrally distributed component peaking 200 ms after stimulus onset (i.e. far before a sentence is completed) and that has been shown to be responsive to emotional prosodic (e.g. Schirmer, Chen, Ching, Tan, & Hong (2013) and arousal (Paulmann & Kotz, 2013 ) attributes of stimuli. Specifically, it has been outlined that different emotional prosodies can be distinguished from one another (Paulmann & Kotz, 2013) and from neutral (e.g. Paulman & Kotz, 2008 , Schirmer et al., 2013 within 200 ms of stimuli onsets. Although the P200's sensitivity to pitch (Pantev et al. 1996) and loudness (Picton et al. 1977) variations has been demonstrated, research on emotional prosody implies that listeners rely on more than just one acoustic parameter when detecting emotional salience from auditory stimuli. However, which specific acoustic cue (configurations) are needed to detect the valence or even one particular emotion from speech still awaits further clarification. While the P200 is elicited under attentive processing conditions (albeit irrespective of implicit or explicit emotional tasks), the mismatch negativity has been linked to emotional category change detection under pre-attentive processing conditions (e.g. Schirmer, Striano, Friederici, 2008) . Both components have repeatedly been linked to early emotional salience detection (e.g. Schirmer & Kotz, 2006; Kotz & Paulmann, 2011) .
This early emotional evaluation or appraisal of vocal expressions is followed by more elaborated stimulus evaluations. In particular, meaning evaluation or access to (emotional) memory representations have been linked to later ERP components such as the P300 (e.g., Wambacq and Jerger, 2004) , N300 (e.g., Bostanov and Kotchoubey, 2004) , N400 (e.g., Schirmer et al., 2002 Schirmer and Kotz, 2003; Paulmann and Pell, 2010) , and the late positive complex (LPC) (Schirmer et al., 2013; Paulmann & Kotz, 2013 Schirmer and Kotz, 2003) . To explore how much prosodic information is needed to infer emotional meaning, Paulmann and Pell (2010) presented participants with emotionally intoned sentence fragments which were either 200 ms or 400 ms long. Sentence fragments served as primes and were followed by emotionally matching or mismatching facial expressions. N400-like priming effects were found for faces that were preceded by emotionally mismatching sentence fragments, though priming from shorter fragments led to a reversed effect. The findings nicely showed that listeners can extract emotions from both short and somewhat longer sentence fragments, supporting the view that 200 ms are sufficient to build up emotional context (c.f. P200 results above) and that emotionally relevant cues are extracted rapidly. Moreover, the N400-like priming effects are in line with studies proposing that emotional meaning is processed around 300 -400 ms after stimulus onset. Finally, two recent studies report differently modulated LPCs in response to sentences differing in emotional tones, suggesting continued exhaustive processing of emotional prosodic information at late processing stages (Paulmann et al., 2013; Schirmer et al., 2013) . Moreover, Schirmer and colleagues (2013) further showed that P200 modulations can predict modulation of subsequently elicited LPCs, suggesting that successful early emotional salience detection goes hand in hand with later more in-depths processing of emotional prosody. Arguably, latter step is necessary to ensure appropriate social behaviour.
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Finally, to investigate in how far specific brain areas can be linked to individual emotional prosody processing steps, ERP lesion studies have been carried out . In a nutshell, these studies revealed that early emotional prosodic appraisal as reflected in the P200 component does not seem to be critically tied to the BG or orbito-frontal cortex. In contrast, later meaning-related processes (as reflected in the PEP and N400-like components) seem to be affected by lesions to the BG ) and later emotional prosody recognition processes (as reflected in behavioural responses such as emotion recognition rates) are affected by lesions to the BG ) and the orbito-frontal cortex . These findings highlight the potential of ERP lesion studies as they allow exploring the function of specific brain areas with methodologies that have excellent temporal resolution.
Thereby they help illuminating which processing stages might be modulated via specific neural structures and this methodology can thus help to consolidate conflicting findings from lesion and neuroimaging findings as the latter two lack the high temporal resolution of ERPs.
The studies reviewed in this section thus confirm that emotional prosodic processing includes processes such as rapid early emotional appraisal as well as comprehensive emotional meaning processing, that these processes occur irrespective of directed attention of listeners, and that different functions can be linked to different underlying brain areas. Moreover, comparing findings described in this section (emotional prosody) and the previous one (linguistic prosody), it also seems as if the two processes generally elicit different ERPs (with different onset latencies). Indeed, when exploring the comparative nature of the time-course linked to the two functions, results from a recent ERP study (Paulman et al., 2012) THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION revealed that emotional prosodic expectancy violations are detected ~150 ms earlier than expectancy violation of linguistic prosody and that both violations resulted in different PEP distributions: linguistic PEPs were elicited predominantly at anterior electrode sites while emotional PEPs were most dominant at posterior electrode sites, suggesting that at least partly different neural mechanisms are at play during emotional and linguistic prosody processing. Taken together, and similar to the imaging literature reviewed above, differences in ERP studies (e.g. ERP polarity and latency) seem to be influenced by stimuli (e.g. words/sentences, normal/filtered/pseudo-speech), tasks (e.g. implicit/explicit emotional evaluation), and designs (e.g. blocked/randomized). However, despite methodological differences across studies, electrophysiological research has helped delineate the time-course underlying emotional prosodic processing clearly supporting the idea that emotional prosody processing is made up of different subprocesses.
Summary
Years of research have shown that initially advocated simple hemispheric models fail to adequately describe brain mechanisms underlying prosody processing. Research has revealed that neural mechanisms of prosody are vulnerable to external influences such as task demands, stimulus quality, and experimental design thereby explaining some of the discrepant literature reports. Given the functional complexity of linguistic prosody processing, its neural specifications seem to be less clearly delineated than neural structures for emotional prosody. However, clinical and imaging results seem to suggest that both functions of prosody cover different sub-processes which are each anchored in different parts of the brain.
Future development of brain based language models requires that the field continues to move away from THIS VERSION MAY NOT BE IDENTICAL TO THE PUBLISHED VERSION 26 understanding prosody as a holistic concept and focuses instead on portraying each function as multilayered.
